We determine the dimension, fixed components and base points of complete linear systems on blowings-up of P2 having irreducible anticanonical divisor.
and ^is almost excellent. Our proof is constructive, and only depends upon knowing the kernel of the homomorphism j *: Pic V -* Pic/) of the groups of divisor classes induced by the inclusion^: D c V.
In particular, this gives an algorithm for computing h°(V, SF) for any divisor clasŝ on V. As an application, we determine in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4 of §3 those complete linear systems on V having fixed components or base points, and we determine those fixed components and base points.
Part of this paper comprises part of our thesis, written under the direction of M. Artin, to whom we express our appreciation. 0. Preliminaries. To be precise, we consider an algebraic surface V for which we have a sequence of morphisms:
"« "n -1 ^2 ^1
(o.i) v= v"^vn_x -■•■ ^V1->V0 = P2.
Each morphism ir¡ is the blowing-up of V,_x at a point p¡. Since itt induces an inclusion w*: Pic 1^_: -* PicV¡, we will find it convenient to regard PicI^ as a subgroup of PicF, / = 0,...,«. With respect to this abuse of notation, which we justify in Lemma 1.3, it is well known [4, V.3] that Picl^ is the free abelian group generated by the class SQ of a line in P2 and the classes Sj,j = 1,...,/', where S. is the class of the exceptional divisor Ej = tt~1(Pj).
Modifying slightly the usage of [5] (cf. [1] ), we call such a collection $ = {&0,...,&n} of divisor classes of V an exceptional configuration for V. We remark that the sequence of morphisms of (0.1) can be recovered from the exceptional configuration ê, since ir¡ is simply the contraction of the unique global section E¡ of e? on Vt [4, V.3] . Thus there is a bijective correspondence between exceptional configurations for V and such sequences of morphisms (0.1).
The canonical class K of V takes the form -3<f0 + &\ + •'•■+#" for any exceptional configuration S= {$0,...,£n} [4, V.3] . With respect to a given exceptional configuration, and hence a given sequence of morphisms (0.1) being understood, we denote by K¿ the canonical class of V¡.
For the rest of this paper we assume -K has an irreducible, reduced section. We fix a choice of one, and call it D. Of course, the image of D under the morphism V -» Vt-is isomorphic to D, and is a section of -K¡ on V¡. No confusion should result if we refer to it also as D. The inclusion j: D c V induces the mapping j*: Pic V -* Pic D of Picard groups.
We will need to make use of the intersection product on Pic V. With respect to an exceptional cnfiguration {S0,...,Sn}, this product is defined by being bilinear and symmetric, S¡ • S} = 0, / ¥= j, <?02 = 1, ê2 = -1, i > 0 [4, V.3] .
We also need to recall the formula of Riemann-Roch for smooth, complete, rational surfaces. If X is such a surface, then, for any divisor class ^on X [4] 
If {Sa,... ,Sn} is an exceptional configuration on X, we have the easy facts [1, p. 24] that (a) h°(X,S*) = 0 ifSF-Sn<0, (0.3) "
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We will also use [1, pp. 51 and 59]:
Let F be an irreducible reduced divisor on V, having divisor class F. Let ^ g Pic F and define (0.4) g(F) = \(F-F+ K-F) + 1. If F-S?> 2g-1, then h\F,&® 0F) = 0. If h\V,<$-F) = 0 and F-IS > 2g, then ^ is effective and generated by global sections at the points of F.
Our results are stated using the following terminology. Let S = {S0,... ,Sn} be an exceptional configuration for V, and denote by r¡, i = l,...,n -1, the class S¡ -Si+X; also, r_2 = S0 -Sx, r_x = S0 -S x -S2 and rQ = S0-Sx-S2-cf3. The classes ro>-• • >rn-i are me simple roots of a root system in Pic I7 [5] . We call a class F& Pic F ê-standard if F-r, > 0, / > -2, andJ^-^ > 0, / > 0; almost S-excellent if F is ^-standard and F-K < 0; and S-excellent if F is almost ^-excellent and J5"-AT < 0.
We refer to a class J5" as being standard (almost excellent, or excellent resp.) if there is an exceptional configuration S for which #" is tf-standard (etc.). We will also find it convenient to refer to J^as being effective if h°(V, F) > 0 and irreducible if F has a reduced and irreducible section. Moreover, if J^is the divisor class of an effective divisor F, we will refer to the class Jif of a fixed component H of the linear system |F| as a fixed component of F. Similarly, we will refer to a base point of \F| as being a base point of^". • K) + 1 ifj*(F) * 0, \{-(F' -F' -F' ■ K) + 2 ifj*(F) = 0.
Before we give the proofs we consider a series of lemmas, beginning with ■n Lemma 1.3. Let S' -» S be the blowing-up of a smooth surface S at a point p, and let TT*: Pic 5 ^-> PicS" be the induced map. Then (1) it* preserves cohomology and (2) a line bundle F is generated by global sections at a point a G S iff tt *F is generated by global sections along ■n~1(q).
Proof. Let Fe Pic S and let F ' = tt *F. Then tt * F ' = F® m * Os,, but it m 6S, = Os and R'rrmF' = 0 for / > 0 [4, p. 387]. Therefore, H\S, F) = HJ(S', F') by the Leray spectral sequence, and we see that tr * preserves cohomology.
It now follows that the sections of ■rr*Fare just the inverse image of the sections of F, so the second assertion is immediate.
Many of our arguments use induction, based on the next two lemmas. Proof. Observe that the lemma is clearly true if F is trivial. Also, S0, S0 -Sx and 2S0 -Sx -S2 are irreducible, having sections isomorphic to P1. Of course, -K¡ is irreducible on V¡ by hypothesis.
Let F be any of S0, S0 -Sx, 2S0 -Sx -S2, or -Kx, i < 7. Let; be the greatest index such that F-S¿ > 0 and let F be an irreducible, reduced section of F on Vj.
Take F, F and a? of (0.4) to be F, Fand F, respectively. Since F-F= &v. and, by Lemma 1.3, h\Vp 0v) = h\P2, <V) = 0, after an easy calculation (0.4) says that F is generated by global sections on F. But F is a section of F so F is generated by global sections off F also. Our first claim now follows from Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, and the fact that a positive sum of classes generated by global sections is itself generated by global sections.
To prove the second claim, let J^be <?-standard, i.e., F= a0S0 + ax(S0 -Sx) + a2(2S0 -Sx -S2) -Lj,3a,A:" a, > 0. We induct on / = Ea,, If t = 0, thenF= &y and we saw h\V, 6V) = 0, while h2(V,Qv) = 0 by (0.3)(b). Now assume t > 0.
Define j to be the largest index such that a7 > 0, and take C to be an irreducible, reduced section on Vj of the bundle whose coefficient is a . By induction and Lemma 1.3 we assume that h2(V, F-0V(C)) = h\V, F-0V ( Thus it is enough to verify that h°(V,-alK) = a + lfora > 0.
The case that a = 0 is trivial. So taking cohomology of the sequence above for m = al (keeping in mind that hj(V, -(a -1)IK) = hJ(V, -(al -i)K), 1 < i < /, j = 0,1), we see that h°(V, -alK) < h°(V, -(a -1)IK) + h°(D, 0D). By induction we may assume that the right side of this inequality equals ((a -1) + 1) + h°(D, 6D), or a + 1. However, hl(V, 6v) = 0, so the inequality is an equality for the case a = 1. In particular, ID moves in a pencil so h°(V,-alK) > a + 1, and our result is proved for case (a).
We remark that if j *(K) has infinite order we have shown h°(V, -mK) = 1 for any m > 0, in agreement with the statement of the proposition, if we interpret [m/l] as being zero.
Let y be the largest index such lhatF-e? > 0. If y < 9 we obtain the case treated above, so we may assumey > 10. By Lemma 1.3, we may assumey = « (i.e., Vj = V) for the purpose of computing cohomology. Thus F' = F+ K, so by Lemma 1.6 F' is ef-excellent, and hl(V, F') = 0 by Theorem 1. 2. The algorithm. The main result of this section is Theorem 2.1. Its proof is of particular interest because it gives an algorithm for determining whether an arbitrary class J^on V is effective, and if so, for subtracting off fixed components from J^to obtain an almost excellent class 'S. At the same time, our procedure produces an excepitonal configuration ef for which 'S is almost ef-excellent. Our results of the previous section now suffice to determine h°(V, @), and hence also h°(V, F).
Our approach is similar to that of [5] wherein a procedure for determining the irreducible exceptional divisors is given. A modification of that procedure allows us to determine the dimension of the space of global sections for arbitrary divisors. We refer to the class of an exceptional divisor as an exceptional class and, as in [5] , to an irreducible class #with (ê1 = -2 and # • K = 0 as a nodal class. Given an exceptional configuration S = {S0,...,Sn} we have the roots r¡ g Pic V, ; = 0,...,« -1, defined in §0. To each is associated the reflection s¡: Pic V -» Pic V defined by s^x) = x + (x ■ r¡)r¡. (The significance of these operations seems first to have been realized by DuVal [2] (see also [6] ). They occur in [5] in related but more general circumstances and are implicit in [7] .) Lemma 2.2. (1) The collection S' = {S¿ = s,(S0),.. .,S'n = s,(S")} of classes is an exceptional configuration iffr¡ is not effective.
(2) The class r¡ is effective iff it is irreducible iffj*(r¡) = 0 (for j*: Pic V -» Pic D defined earlier ).
Proof. (1) Recall that, as in (0.1), ef represents F as a blowing-up of P2 at the points, possibly infinitely near, px, p2,... ,pn.
First suppose i =t= 0. Then s, just transposes ef and ef+ 1, which gives an exceptional configuration precisely when/>, + 1 is not infinitely near/?,, i.e., when ef, -Sj+X = /-, is not effective. Now suppose i = 0. The operation s0 is an element of order 2 in GL(Pic V) and preserves the intersection form. In the basis ef', r0 has the expression -S¿ + S'x + S{ + SI. By (0.3)(a), r0 cannot be effective if ef ' is an exceptional configuration, since r0 ■ S¿ < 0.
Conversely, suppose ef ' is not an exceptional configuration. Then we must show that r0 is effective. By Lemma 1.3 it is enough to check this on V3, i.e., we may assume that I7 is a blowing-up of P2 at the three points px, p2 and p3 which give rise to Sx, S2, and S3. The pointsp2 andp3 may, of course, be infinitely near points of P2.
It is more convenient to prove the contrapositive, so we assume r0 is not effective.
Since r0 = SQ -Sx -S2 -S3, this means precisely that the points are not collinear,
i.e., px, p2, p3 are not simultaneously points (or infinitely near points) of any line L in P2. After possibly permuting the points, permissible by the first part of this proof, we have three cases: the three points px, p2, and p3 are not collinear and either (i)px,p2,andp3 are distinct points of P2, or (ii)px andp3 are distinct points of P2, andp2 is infinitely near px, or (iii)p3 andp2 are both infinitely near/?,. We will only do case (iii); the others are similar and easier. Now/?2 is a point of the exceptional curve Ex on Vx resulting from blowing up px. The total transform of Ex on the blowing-up V2 of p2 is N + E2, where N is the proper transform of Ex. The class of N in Pic V2 is just rx. Now p3 lies on N + E2, but in fact p3 cannot lie on N. This would imply that rx -S3 g Pic V3 is irreducible, and -K ■ (rx -S3) = -1 would contradict our having -K irreducible. Thus p3 lies on E2 \ N, and since the three points are not collinear, p3 avoids the point where the proper transform L* of the line L through px and p2 Thus if /-, is irreducible, it does not meet D, and so the points />, + 2,-. -,p", being points of D, cannot lie on r(, i.e., /*, is irreducible on V. Moreover, r, is effective iff £, and El + X meet D in the same point; that is, iffy'*(r,) = 0. One can reason in a similar way for r0. Our proof of Theorem 2.1 is algorithmic, or inductive, if you like. To control the induction, for each exceptional configuration ef = (ef0,. ..,Sn}, we will associate to each class F on V three integers: the S-shuffle number, the S-positivity, and the S-degree.
Suppose F= a0S0 + axSx + • • • + a"Sn in terms of ef. The ef-shuffle number of is Ei</<,-<"(a< ~ Oj)v(a¡ -üj), where v. Z -» Z is defined to be zero for nonpositive integers and one otherwise. The ef-positivity isT.i>xv(aj) and the ef-degree is a0.
We observe that the shuffle number is never negative and is zero precisely when äi<a2<---<a".
In particular, Fis ef-standard precisely when the ef-shuffle number and ef-positivity are zero and a0 + ax + a2 + a3 > 0.
We now define three operations that, given a class F and a configuration ef = {SQ,...,Sn}, produce a classa' and a configuration ef' such that F-F' is effective; h°(V, F) = h°(V, F); and one number among the shuffle number, positivity, and degree decreases, with the degree never increasing:
(A) Let r, = S, -Si+X, i = 1,...,« -1, and suppose r¡ ■ F< 0. If j*(r¡) = 0, i.e., if /-, is irreducible (Lemma 2.2(2)), takeF' = F-r, and S' = S. Ify'*(r,) ¥■ 0, i.e., if r, is not effective (Lemma 2.2(2)), takeF' = Fand S' = {s,(ef0),... ,st(Sn)}.
Clearly F-F' is nodal or trivial. We show h°(V, F) = h°(V, F'). This is immediate except in the case that /-, is irreducible. But if Fis effective, then r, is a fixed component of F, whence h°(V, F) = h°(V, F'). IfF' is effective, then so is F, since F ' + r, = F. Therefore h°(V, F) = 0 exactly when h°(V, F ') = 0.
Also ef ' is an exceptional configuration. In the first case it is obvious and in the second it follows from Lemma 2.2(1).
We remark that the ef-degree of F equals the ef'-degree of F', and the ef-shuffle number of Fis greater than the ef'-shuffle number of F'.
(B) Suppose F is a class for which the ef-positivity is nonzero and such that F-/-, > 0 for all ; > 1, i.e., the ef-shuffle number of ^is zero. Then we take ef ' = ef and, if we write F= a0S0 + • • • + a"S", we take F' = a0S0 + £a,-ef for a, < 0, i > 0. Reasoning similar to that used in (A) shows that^"-F' is effective, indeed, it is a sum of exceptional classes, and h°(V, F) = h°(V, F'). Also, the positivity becomes zero and the degree is unchanged.
(C) First assume that Pic V has rank > 4. Let r0 = S0 -Sx -S2 -S3 and suppose that r0 ■ F< 0. Then we take F' = F-r0 and ef ' = ef if j*(r0) = 0; and F' = F and S' = s0(S) if j*(r0)J= 0. As in (A), ef' is an exceptional configuration, F-F' is nodal or trivial and h°(V, F) = h°(V, F'). Moreover, this operation reduces the degree, although the positivity and shuffle number may increase. Note 2.3. If Pic V has rank 1, we do not define (C). If the rank is 2 or 3, replace r0 by r_2 or r_x (see §0), respectively, and define (C) as in the case y *(r0) = 0. We note that F-J2"' is an exceptional class in the case that the rank is 3. When the rank is 2, F-F', though effective, is neither exceptional nor nodal. But since r_2 is an irreducible class with nonnegative self-intersection, F is not effective if F-r_2 < 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We begin with a class Fand an exceptional configuration S. If the <f-degree of Fis negative we are done, taking the class 'Sin the statement of the theorem to be F. Otherwise, repeatedly applying the operation (A) (if necessary) we eventually obtain from<^"and ef a class F' and a configuration ef ' such that the ef'-shuffle number of F' is zero, F-F' is trivial or a sum of nodal classes and h°(V, F) = h°(V,F').
After applying (B), if necessary, we can assume that the ef'-positivity of F' is zero; now F-F' may also include exceptional classes. If the ef'-degree of F' is negative, we are done, as before. If not, consider F' ■ t, where t = r'_2, r'_x, or r¿, depending on whether rkPic V is 2, 3, or 4 or more, respectively. If F' ■ t ^ 0, then F' is ef'-standard. If &' • t < 0, apply (C) (viz. Note 2.3) and denote the result by F " and ef ", and note that the S "-degree of F " is less than the ef-degree ofF.
By induction on the degree it is clear that by repeating the operations of the last two paragraphs we obtain a class 'S* and a configuration ef * such ÜnatF-'S* is effective, h°(V, F) = h°(V, S*) and either the S*-degree of 'S* is negative, or 'S* is ef ""-standard. Moreover, if S* is ef ""-standard, then, by Theorem 1.1(a), JHs effective and our procedure results in havingF-'S* equal to a nonnegative sum of nodal and exceptional classes.
In the case that S* is ef ""-standard, if K ■ 'S* < 0, then 'S* is almost ef*-excellent; so taking 'S = 'S* and ef = ef *, we are done. If not, it follows from Lemma 1.4 that j > 10, where y is the largest index with 'S ■ S * > 0. Now 9* is effective (Theorem 1.1(a) ), -Kj is a fixed component of <S* and ('S* + KJ) ■ K < <S* ■ K. However, S* + Kj is still ef ""-standard (cf. Lemma 1.4), so repeating this process and inducting on 'S * • K, we obtain an ef ""-standard class 'S with K ■ 'S < 0. Thus 'S is almost ef ""-excellent and since -K¡ is a sum of -K and exceptional classes, F-S is a nonnegative sum of nodal and exceptional classes and -K. Taking ef = ef * we are done.
We will use the following corollary in the next section. Proof. \f F-<€ > 0 for any irreducible class cê, the procedure of the proof of Theorem 2.1 leaves F unchanged but produces a configuration ef for which either F-ef0 < 0 or Fis almost ef-excellent. But ef0 is irreducible so F-S0 > 0 and J^must be almost ef-excellent.
3. Fixed components and base points. In this section we determine (Theorem 3.1) the fixed components of any effective class, and (Corollary 3.4) the base points for any effective class without fixed components.
Actually, it is enough to determine the fixed components of almost excellent classes. By Corollary 3.2 a class F is almost excellent iff F-<€ ^ 0 for every irreducible class t?. Therefore, if ^is effective but not almost excellent, there is an irreducible "^ with F-<& < 0 and <€ is a fixed component of F. Our proof of Theorem 2.1, which reduces F to being almost excellent, gives a procedure for finding all such <€ (and in particular shows that ^ must be -K, or, for some configuration ef = {S0,...,S"}, ef or r¡). Our proof follows Lemma 3.3.
We can now characterize the almost excellent classes: Corollary 3.2. A class Fis almost excellent iffF-<£^ 0 for every irreducible class Proof. By Corollary 2.4, if F-^^ 0 for every irreducible #, then F is almost excellent. Conversely, it will follow that F-<& > 0 for every irreducible class if we show that an almost excellent class J^meets its fixed components nonnegatively.
If F has no fixed components we are done. Otherwise we are reduced to one of the four cases of Theorem 3.1.
In cases (b) and (d), it is clear that J^meets its fixed components nonnegatively. In case (c), let j be the least index with F-Sj = 0. Then Jolies in Pic V¡_1 (cf. (0.1)), and as a divisor class on K-uj, ^satisfies at most the conditions of case (d). Thus any fixed component of J^on V must be a component of some ef,, and so of the form ef or ef -ef , 0 < r < s. By almost ef-excellence, these meet J^nonnegatively.
In case (a), define y as above. Then -K¡_x is a fixed component of F. It follows from Lemma 1.4 that either F+ Kj_x is a case previously treated or it is a nonnegative multiple of -K9, so it meets its fixed components nonnegatively. Since -Kj-i also meets all irreducible classes but -K nonnegatively, and since J5"-(-K ) = 0, we conclude J^meets its fixed components nonnegatively.
The following result is used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Proof. If / < 7, then J^is generated by global sections by Lemma 1.5 so both (1) and (2) follow for this case. To prove (2), note that, by (0.4), F-K < -2 means that, on V¡, Fis generated by global sections along D.
We finish the proof by induction. By Lemma 1.6, F' = F+ (S¡ ■ F)K¡ is trivial or ef-excellent. In the former case, F' is generated by global sections on Vt and hence so is F. By Lemma 1.3, the same is true on V. In the latter case, it follows from Lemma 1.4 that F' • K < -2, so, by induction on i, F' is generated by global sections on V¡_x. As before, we concluded is generated by global sections on V.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first show that the conditions given are sufficient. For case (a) it follows from Proposition 1.2. For case (b), ef0 -ef10 is irreducible by If n = 9, it follows from Lemma 1.4 that F is -Ks -mK for some m > 1. We can rewrite this in the form -(m + 1)K + S9. By Lemma 3.3(1), -K is not a fixed component of F, so if F has a fixed component, it must be ef9, which therefore must be a fixed component of -K%. This would imply that 2 = h°(v,-K,) = h°(v,-Ki-s9).
It follows by Proposition 1.2 that y ""(-A^ -efQ) = 0, but since -Ks -S9 = -K, case (d) not holding says that this cannot happen.
Finally, if « > 10, thenF+ K is ef-excellent (Lemma 1.6) and (F+ K) ■ K < -2. By Lemma 3.3(2), F+ K is generated by global sections. But by Lemma 3.3(1), -K is not a fixed component of F so F has no fixed components. Now suppose Fis almost ef-excellent and F-K = 0. We will show that cases (a) and (b) not holding implies that F is generated by global sections.
By Lemma 1.3, it is enough to prove that Fis generated by global sections in the case that F'■ ef, > 0, / = 1,...,«.
First, case (a) not holding implies that j*(F) = 0, and a calculation using Proposition 1.2 shows that -K is not a fixed component of F. Now consider some cases.
If « > 11, then (cf. Lemma 1.4) F+ K is ef-excellent; indeed, (F+ K) ■ K < -2, so by Lemma 3.3 F+ K is generated by global sections, and hence so is F off D. But -K is not a fixed component of J^andi^-(-K) = 0, so Fis generated by global sections also at any point of D. Proof. By Corollary 2.4, if F is effective and has no fixed components, then F is almost excellent. If moreover F-K = 0, then, as we pointed out in the proof of Theorem 3.1, F is generated by global sections. On the other hand, if F-K < -2, then again F is generated by global sections (Lemma 3.3(2) ). Therefore, if F has a base point, it must be that F-K = -1. But the degree of 6D ® F is unity, so 0D ® F has a base point on D, and therefore so does^". To show that F has no base point off D, we will show that Fis generated by global sections off D. By Lemma 1.3 it is enough to show this also in the case that j = n. If n > 10, J*"+ K is generated by global sections by Lemmas 3.3(2), and 1.6. Thus F is generated by global sections off D. If « = 9, it follows from Lemma 1.4 that F= -/C8 -mK9, m>\, and from Theorem 3.1(d) thaty'*(-A:9) # 0. Thus -Ks does not meet ef9, and so F has a base point off D iff -AT8 does on V%. This reduces us to the case « = 8. But now we have Ùial F = -Ks, i.e., F is the class of D, and in particular any base point of F must be a point of D.
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